LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
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MOUNTAIN
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WHERE THE GLACIER MEANS FREEDOM: LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

The Kitzsteinhorn myth: more than just a glacier.

The glacier. Austria’s first glacier ski area. Surrounded by the highest peaks in Austria, it reveals itself as a fascinating world of mountains and ice at their most stupendous. Expansive, spectacular and with metres of natural snow! From autumn until early summer you can experience an Alpine ski adventure here. And a feeling of freedom at an altitude of over 3,000 metres.
Legend has it that even Empress Elisabeth looked from Schmitten mountain to the more than 30 three-thousand-metre summits. Nowadays, you don’t need to be an Austrian aristocrat to enjoy this magnificent panorama. But it will certainly make you feel like royalty!

Today, the Porsche Design gondola of the Schmitten-höhe cable car will take you to Austria’s most beautiful panorama mountain with its five descents into the valley and 77 snow-proof kilometres of piste. An exclusive service for our new king, our guests.
Let the happiness in!

Gipfelwelt 3000
The Kitzsteinhorn summit station at 3,029 metres is on eye-level with Austria’s mightiest mountains. The panorama platform ‘Top of Salzburg’ affords magnificent views of the biggest national park of the Alps. And for some deeper insights, there is the National Park Gallery and Cinema 3000.

Skipanorama Kaprun: Kitzsteinhorn and Maiskogel
Be it a skiing challenge at Kitzsteinhorn or more relaxed and family-friendly skiing fun at Maiskogel – there is something here for everyone. Traditional huts and lodges, numerous lifts, plenty of natural snow and a glacier snow guarantee at an altitude of 3,000 metres turn any day into an adventure.

Snowparks & Freeride
Virgin slopes and fascinating routes attract freeriders from around the world. The mighty Superpipe as well as many parks make this region an international meeting place for boarders. Particularly beautiful: while the experts perfect their tricks, the next generation is already practising on the mogul training runs and small ramps on Schmitten mountain. The freeriding opportunities at Kitzsteinhorn are truly spectacular! The Freeride Info Base with LVS device checkpoint provides information about routes, the avalanche situation and the weather. First the security check, and then the fun can begin.

Skipanorama Schmittenhöhe
Schmittenhöhe is the local family mountain of Zell am See. The Porsche Design gondola takes you to Austria’s most beautiful panorama mountain: around 32 three-thousand-metre peaks create a spectacular panorama for snow-proof kilometres of piste and five descents into the valley.

Gallery on the piste
Oversized sculptures along the pistes on the Schmitten mountain, where nature and culture meet.
A stroll in the winter
You can shop to your heart’s content in Zell’s many elegant shops and boutiques...

Zell am See
The flair of this town is unique throughout the Alps: picturesque little lanes in between historical buildings invite you to stroll and saunter. The shops and boutiques are perfect for a day of shopping. And the many inns and restaurants will spoil you like you’ve never been spoilt before!

Winter hikes and ice skating
The region offers a holiday of indulgence and relaxation for everyone: wonderful winter hikes or an ice skating excursion across Lake Zell or in the ice rink means that even people who don’t ski can experience unforgettable moments.

A stroll in the winter
You can shop to your heart’s content in Zell’s many elegant shops and boutiques...

Cross-country skiing & tobogganing
Enjoy 33 kilometres of beautifully groomed cross-country tracks through the most picturesque areas of the region. Or why not take a toboggan ride and race your kids across the tracks. And at night you can experience a romantic descent in the moonlight as a twosome.

Snowshoeing
Snowshoeing through snow-covered woods: Zell am See-Kaprun is a wonderful place for hikers even in wintertime. An extensive network of hiking routes takes you to the most remote places of the region.

Kaprun
Located right below the Kitzstein glacier, the legendary holiday destination Kaprun stands for nature, culinary delights and culture: magnificent countryside, many traditional inns and restaurants as well as an authentic range of cultural attractions with living traditions – that’s what makes Kaprun so unique.

EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITIES.
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
Plenty of mountain eateries are there to tempt you: the many lodges, mountain restaurants and sun terraces of the region are waiting for gourmets to serve little morsels of the most delicious kind. From the traditional Kaiserschmarren pancake to the savoury Pinzgau Kasnocken dumplings during the day to the stylish après ski venue in the evening – and everything is accompanied by our proverbial Austrian hospitality.

HERE COMES PURE ENJOYMENT
ABSOLUTE HIGHLIGHTS FOR YOU.

CASINO
Since January 2016 you can roll the dice: In the new Casino in the Grand Hotel am See. Enjoy your favourite games in an incomparable atmosphere directly on Lake Zell on a floor area of over 1,000 m², 50 game machines, 12 Easy Roulette terminals, five American Roulette tables, four Blackjack tables, two Easy Hold’em tables, as well as poker tables and tournaments await you. You can also enjoy the evenings at the Casino bar and in the Grand Hotel restaurant.

CONGRESS
Zell am See-Kaprun: the perfect region for your conference. The Ferry Porsche Congress Center (FPCC) in Zell am See-Kaprun is a genuine “centre of uniqueness”. The spatial design and architecture are harmoniously balanced. Unpretentious, but nevertheless one of a kind - the facilities are suitable for accommodating a variety of events (up to 1,200 people).

GLACIER JET 3+4
An enjoyable glide at 3000m: the new Kitzsteinhorn Bahnen Glacier Jets 3 and 4 completely reconfigure the glacier area and make for an even more intense experience all year round. New open slopes are waiting for winter sports fans, and thanks to the ‘round trip’ new experiences have also been created around the Gipfelwelt 3000 (world of 3000m peaks) for summer guests and day trippers.

XXL FUNSLOPE
The XXL fun slope on the sunny side of the Schmitten makes every snowboarder and skier’s heart beat faster.

WHERE THEY SERVE
PLEASURE ON-THE-ROCKS
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
Zell am See Indoor Swimming Pool
Indulge yourself in moments which are both relaxing and exciting in the 20,000m² SPA water and sauna world: 11 pools, 10 saunas & steam rooms including textile sauna area, a separate area for children, 3 restaurants & bars as well as body treatments and cosmetic treatments in the Alpin Vital SPA & Kosmetik take care of your relaxation and well-being.

Tauern SPA Zell am See-Kaprun
Indulge yourself in moments which are both relaxing and exciting in the 20,000m² SPA water and sauna world: 11 pools, 10 saunas & steam rooms including textile sauna area, a separate area for children, 3 restaurants & bars as well as body treatments and cosmetic treatments in the Alpin Vital SPA & Kosmetik take care of your relaxation and well-being.

Zell am See Indoor Swimming Pool
Let yourself go on the 74m long water slide, obtain maximum points on the 3m and 1m diving boards and demonstrate your swimming technique in the 25m swimming pool with massage jets and underwater bubbles. In the 33m² pool for small children, wrinkled fingers are to be expected on the pirate ship – and it will be difficult to get the little ones out of the water. Get heated up in the new saunas, and then cool down again in the cozy bar area.

Wellness in the region’s hotels
Many award-winning, high-quality and exclusive wellness oases invite you to unwind and relax.

LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

WELL-BEING FOR BODY AND SOUL.

LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
WHERE THE WINTER IS IN SEASON: LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

**FACTS WINTER**

In the winter you can actually measure the fun to be had in Zell am See-Kaprun in kilometres: 138 kilometres of pistes with 100% guaranteed snow for unforgettable downhill moments. And the Kitzsteinhorn glacier on an altitude of over 3,000 metres is ice-covered all the year round.

YOUR JOURNEY TO HAPPINESS:

By car
From Vienna: motorway West – Salzburg – Kufstein – Rosenheim – München (A8), Munich (180km).
From Munich: motorway North – Bad Reichenhall – Kleines Deutsches Eck – Zell am See-Kaprun (distance 390km). Or motorway West – motorway – Bad Reichenhall – Kleines Deutsches Eck – Zell am See-Kaprun (distance 280km). By plane
Schwarzach – Zell am See-Kaprun small airport in Zell am See.
By rail

WHERE THE SUMMER IS IN SEASON: LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

**FACTS SUMMER**

In the summer you can actually measure the fun to be had in Zell am See-Kaprun in kilometres: 138 kilometres of pistes with 100% guaranteed snow for unforgettable downhill moments. And the Kitzsteinhorn glacier on an altitude of over 3,000 metres is ice-covered all the year round.

YOUR JOURNEY TO HAPPINESS:

By rail

WHERE THE WINTER IS IN SEASON: LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

**FACTS WINTER**

In the winter you can actually measure the fun to be had in Zell am See-Kaprun in kilometres: 138 kilometres of pistes with 100% guaranteed snow for unforgettable downhill moments. And the Kitzsteinhorn glacier on an altitude of over 3,000 metres is ice-covered all the year round.

YOUR JOURNEY TO HAPPINESS:

By car
From Vienna: motorway West – Salzburg – Kufstein – Rosenheim – München (A8), Munich (180km).
From Munich: motorway North – Bad Reichenhall – Kleines Deutsches Eck – Zell am See-Kaprun (distance 390km). Or motorway West – motorway – Bad Reichenhall – Kleines Deutsches Eck – Zell am See-Kaprun (distance 280km). By plane
Schwarzach – Zell am See-Kaprun small airport in Zell am See.
By rail

WHERE THE SUMMER IS IN SEASON: LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

**FACTS SUMMER**

In the summer you can actually measure the fun to be had in Zell am See-Kaprun in kilometres: 138 kilometres of pistes with 100% guaranteed snow for unforgettable downhill moments. And the Kitzsteinhorn glacier on an altitude of over 3,000 metres is ice-covered all the year round.

YOUR JOURNEY TO HAPPINESS:

By rail
All free services at a glance

Mountain railway Schmitten | Zell am See
Mountain railway Kitzsteinhorn | Kaprun
Walking Experience Bus Maiskogel | Kaprun
High mountain reservoirs | Kaprun
Boat trips | Zell am See
Indoor pool | Zell am See
Three lidos | Zell am See
Sigmund-Thun gorge | Kaprun
Vötter's vehicle museum | Kaprun
National Park Worlds | Mittersill
Wildlife & Leisure Park | Fusch-Ferleiten
Show mine | Leogang
Mining & gothic art museum | Leogang
Pinzgauer local history museum Ritzen castle | Saalfelden
Kitzloch gorge | Taxenbach
Vorderkaser gorge | St. Martin
Seisenberg gorge | Weißbach
Krimmler waterfalls | Krimml
Kaprun Museum | Kaprun

In addition to the attractions included, the Zell am See-Kaprun summer card also offers attractive discounts at numerous bonus partners!

With the Zell am See-Kaprun summer card you come right up! Up to 40 day trips are waiting for you.

The Zell am See-Kaprun summer card opens the door to sporting, cultural and natural highlights in Zell am See-Kaprun and its environs.

With a drop of 380 metres, the Krimml waterfall is the highest in Europe. Visit WasserWelten Krimml and immerse yourself in a fascinating world of water with the Haus des Wassers, the Aqua Park and the Multi-vision cinema.

The up to 32 metres deep Kapruner Ache river has cut a 320-metre gorge, the Sigmund-Thun-Klamm, having created an exploration path for young and old.

A paradise for hikers – the 2,000-metre Schmittenhöhe is considered Austria's most beautiful panorama mountain. Experience the unique panorama of 30 three-thousand-metre peaks!

Magnificent hiking trails will take you across the permanent ice of the Kitzsteinhorn glacier up to an altitude of 3,029 metres. Explore the Gipfelwelt 3000: with National Park Gallery, Cinema 3000 and the panorama platform 'Top of Salzburg'!

Cross the Glockner mountain range at an altitude of 2,504 metres and enjoy the view of the peak of Austria's highest mountain (3,798m).

Surrounded by the magnificent mountains of the Hohe Tauern region you will find the Mooserboden and Wasserfallboden reservoirs.

GET THE ZELL AM SEE KAPRUN SUMMERCARD OUT, AND LET IN, THE ENJOYMENT!
BICYCLE TOURS:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
On diverse Zell am See-Kaprun cycle routes that range from sporty to comfortable, the fun of movement is the main thing. The routes can be short and flat or more demanding ascents, but always fascinating. Whether you like racing bikes, mountain bikes or e-bikes: explore the region’s multifarious landscape!

The largest golf club in the Austrian Alps with its two 18 hole courses, Schmittenhöhe and Kitzsteinhorn, is a member of the Leading Golf Courses association. It offers a park-like, flat terrain, many natural habitats, and charming lakes edged with reeds – and at the end of a round, the restaurant invites you to linger on its impressive panoramic terrace. The golf club has received the Golfrevue Award for the GOLF CLUB OF THE YEAR, and awaits you with a unique combination of skiing and golf. And what is more, for all guests of one of the golf club’s partner hotels, there is a reduction of up to 30 percent on green fees.

GOLFING ON THE ALPINE GREEN
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!
WHERE SUMMER MEANS OPPORTUNITY:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

Zell am See & Kaprun

Hiking, mountain biking, paragliding – there is plenty to do in this wonderful region. You can enjoy adventurous outdoor activities, hiking trails through spectacular landscape or a diverse range of water sports. The two legendary holiday resorts Zell am See & Kaprun, embedded in a picturesque Alpine setting, also offer many different attractions.

Kaprun Castle
The castle has been a place of historical, artistic and cultural significance since the 12th century. Today it hosts the Burgfest castle festival, one of the summer highlights of Zell am See-Kaprun.

Climbing & mountaineering
The Hohe Tauern region and the rock face of the northern Chalk Alps offer a challenge for beginners and experts alike.

Canyoning & rafting
Glide through the wild water of the nearby rivers Salzach and Saalach. Experienced guides are happy to accompany you.

A summer stroll
The many shops, chic boutiques and the weekly market are all perfect for a leisurely stroll.

Tranquillity and relaxation
In the midst of breathtaking landscape your pulse will calm, if you so wish...
Boat trips
Enjoy a round trip on Lake Zell: From the sundeck lounge on the deck of the MS Schmittenhöhe and its three sister ships you can enjoy breathtaking views of the surrounding mountains.

Lido
The region’s lidos, with their water slides and heated pools, provide plenty of relaxation and entertainment from May to September – surrounded by beautiful countryside and a picturesque Alpine panorama.

Sailing & water skiing
You can obtain the internationally recognised sailing license at one of the local sailing schools. Two times Olympic winner Hans-Peter Steinacher learnt how to sail on Lake Zell!

Family? Fun! The blue sky is reflected in the clear water of the lake. Drinking-quality water to bathe in, at four different bathing beaches. And the movement of the waters sets young and old in motion – surfing or boating on Lake Zell, or rafting, kayaking or canyoning on the Salzach or Saalach rivers.
AT THE PEAK OF POSSIBILITIES:

LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

Schmidolin’s baptism of fire & chair of fire
Fun for all the family: follow the footsteps of the Schmidolin mascot. New: kids between 6 and 14 can enjoy the fun on e-bikes!

Fabulous Schmitten
Austria’s most beautiful panorama mountain invites you to stay for a while as you enjoy the view across more than 30 three-thousand-metre peaks or hike along the many exciting adventure trails.

‘Art on the mountain’ summer
The many oversized sculptures are a unique cultural attraction.

Maiskogel & Maisiflitzer
Kaprun’s family and indulgence mountain has great hiking trails and plenty of places to stop for a meal or snack. The children’s and leisure park with Alpine rollercoaster “Maisiflitzer”, children’s traffic park, petting zoo, biotope with educational trail, bike park and much more are sure to make your children’s hearts beat faster.

Kitzsteinhorn: Gipfelwelt 3000
Freedom at more than 3,000 metres altitude: the panorama platform ‘Top of Salzburg’ affords magnificent views of the biggest national park in the Alps. More information is provided by the info stations of the National Park Gallery and the Cinema 3000. Visit the summit restaurant and enjoy its culinary highlights.

ICE Arena
This unique adventure area by the glacier plateau offers a snow beach and sun lounges, slides, a magic carpet and much more.
The snow has melted and flowed into the valley, everything that was white in winter is now green. The people follow the path of the water, across rugged rocky landscapes and lush pastures. In Zell am See-Kaprun there is much to choose from: a family excursion, a high-altitude tour of three-thousand-metre peaks, guided hiking tours and tours accompanied by foresters at National Park Hohe Tauern.

LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

400 KM OF HIKING TRAILS JUST WAITING FOR YOU:
LET THE HAPPINESS IN!

GLACIER MOUNTAIN LAKE